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Question 1 

(a) For the system described by the transfer function, find the damping ratio (0, natural 
frequency (wn), percentage overshoot (OIoOS), peak time Tp and settling time Ts. [10] 

120 
T(s) = 52 + 125 + 120 

(b) Given the transfer function below, find the location of the poles and zeros, plot them 
on the s-plane, state the type of the response and then write an expression for the 
general form of the step response without solving for the inverse Laplace 
transform.[6] 

T (S+5)
(s) = (S+10)2 

(c) Find the transfer function, X(s)/ F(s), for the system offigure.l (c). [5] 

..+--..... 111') 

4~~1 riI 
I 

Figure 1 (c) 
(d) State four (4) advantages ofa closed-loop control system. [4] 

Question 2 

(a) Reduce the block diagram shown in figure 2 (a) to a single transfer function, T(s) = 
C(s)/R(s). (Show all steps in full) [9] 

Figure 2 (a) 
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_______________ 

(b) Given the transfer function below, convert the transfer function into the following 

C(s) S3 + S2 + 75 + 1 
res) = -R-(s-) = s-4=-+-35""";3=-+-5s-=2:-+-6s-+-4 

(i) 	 Phase-variable matrix form and draw the signal flow graph using the 
Phase-variable form. [4] 

(ii) 	 Show that the transfer function can be converted to a input feed-forward 
canonical matrix form and draw the signal flow graph using the input feed
forward canonical form. [4] 

(c) Find the number 	of poles in the left half-plane, the right half-plane, and on the 
jw - axis for the system of the figure 2 (c) below and state if the system is stable, 
unstable or imaginary stable based on the Routh table. [8] 

R(s) + E(sl 200 
S(J 3 + 6s~ + II,~ + 6) 

L ~ 

Figure 2 (c) 

Question 3 

(a) Find the transfer function relating the capacitor, 	l{;(s), to the input voltage, Yes), in 
figure 3 (a) using the transform method. [5] 

L 

+ 

F{II 

Figure 3 (a) 

(b) Using Mason's rule, find the transfer function, T(s) = C(s)/R(s), for the system 
represented in figure 3(b) below.[lO] 
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Figure 3(b) 

(c) Based on the natural response definition of stability, explain based on 
relation when a system is said to be stable, unstable and marginally stable. 

close-loop 
[6] 

(d) What information is contained in the specification Kp =1000? [4] 

Question 4 

(a) Given the control system in figure 4(a), find the value ofK so that there is 10% error 

in the steady state. [6] 

Kc, + 51 OJ) 

Figure 4(a) 

(b) Determine the stability via reverse coefficients of the closed-loop transfer function. 
[8] 

(c) Given the following transfer function represent the systen in the parallel form. First 
represent the sum of individuals first-order systems and then draw the signal flow 
graph. Also, write the state equations and the vector-matrix form of the state 
equations. [10] 

C(s)-- 24 

R(s) (5+2)(5+3)(S+4) 

(d) Explain how a system is said to be stable based onBIDO definition.[I] 

Question 5 

(a) For the given transfer function, sketch the bode log magnitude diagram which shows 
how the log magnitude ofthe system is affected by changing input frequency. 

(7 Marks) 
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res) = 
1 

2s+100 

(b) Find the expression of frequency response for the system with a transfer function of 

the G(s) = ...2-, and then evaluate the magnitude and phase angles of frequency
1+2s 

response at (J) = 0.5 rad/s and represent the result in a the complex plane. 
(13 Marks) 

(c) For the system in figure 5(c), evaluate the static error constants and find the expected 
error for the standard step, ramp, and parabolic inputs. (5 Marks) 

+ 4)(s +5)(s +6)(s + 7) 

L-____________________________~ 

C(s) 

Figure 5 (c) 
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Table 1 

Impedance Admittance 
l{s) "" Y{s) '" 

Component Volta&e-current Current·...oltage Vo!tqe-charge V(s)l(s) Its) v(s) 

I "I . .dv(r) 1
1(1) "" (. _ •...• 

CO' dl C Cs
-lE- I'(t) '" - J i(T)d. VI/) = --q(r) Cs 

Capaciwr 

dq(l) I-'vVv- va) "" Ri(t) i(tl "" .!.'(r) til) = R··- R -=0 
Resistor R .iI R 

I ./ , d1q(r)~ ~'(!) "" L d it;) I(t)"" -I vi-r)d7 l'ttl "" L--..- Ls . dl Co dl~ LsIIlduclor 

Note: lbe following ,e! of symbols and units is used llU(.ughoul this book: I(T) ~, V 110ftS). HI) '" A (amps). 
q(t} "" Q (coulombs). C '" F (runlll~). R "' n (ohms), G = U [mhos'. L ~ Ii (henrie,). 

Table 2 

Force· Force Impedance 
Component vellX:ity displacement .l,.t(s) = F(s) Xls~ 

Sprin~ 
........./.- ... -. .."....... 

~;t.•.·.•.·:.:.. U ( \..,... 
.. 

fUl " K 
, ' 

I' "(TldT 
~- U 

f(t) Kx(rl K 

,:: [(' 

ViSCOU!i damper 

{(II l(n 

M.' 

I(t) 

Note: 'nle following set of ;;.ymho]" and unih is used I.hwughotJI Ihi~ book: f«() = N 
(newrnns). xCIl == I'll (rnel",rs). l'lt! "'" m s (rnett·p; second). f<: = N rn (newton!> meter}, 
f. = K·~. m (l1eW!(Hl·lit:COlllb· m<.'I,~r). M ~, kg (ki.lllgr;tlIlS l1ewtol1·~econd~"meler). 
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Static Error Constants 

For a step input, u(t), 

lim GU)
"', 

For a ramp input, tuft). 

lirn~G{ s) 
",0 

For a parabolic input, !t2u(t). 

lim ' "
\ 
I• 

Position constant. K/H where 

K liro," J 
, i\ 

Velocity constanl ~ Kl'~ where 
A'\' Iirn S(,;{S) 

·0 

Acceleration constant. Ka , where 

K Ii rn s2 GCSJ 
n 
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Table 3 

Type 0 Type 1 Type 2 
----~.."".~--

Static Static Static 
steady-state em»' error error 
error formula constant Error constant error constant Error 

KI' =: 
Kp = oe 0 ~ 0Conslam K"I +Kp t -, K 

" 
K,. >= 

;;t;K,. = 0 Constam K,. = '" 0 
K, K,. 

Input 

'. Step. 
Il(t) 

Parabola. 1(" = 1 K,,:=; ()K" '" () COnlltaIll 
K" 
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